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Our activities and events
As our LDSkills4You tool is finalized all partners are organizing Try Out and
presentation events. If you are a practitioner working with young people and
you want to take part in one and provide us your feedback, please contact
your country organization below for the next opportunity.

AuSTRIA

HUNGARY

France

Spain

This is a special tool designed for your daily practice in youth work. It shall help you
to identify knowledge and skills level of the young people you are working with. It
works exactly for the areas which we already defined for our tool. 
Thus, you can find a Personality Framework, a Physical and mental fitness
Framework, a Selfmarketing Framework and a financial and material resources
Framework. 
Each Framework helps to evaluate different skills of this area on levels from
beginner to expert. 
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Also, our policy paper is finalized. It aims
at improving the practice of youth workers
and help them using the method and the
project approach. In this way it provides
insights in the basics of the method,
points out the advantages of the method,
but also potential implementation and for
further use in youth work. 

Policy PaperRead more
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